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Pompeii: v1.0 is an innovative and fast-paced multiplayer party game for up to 4 people. Featuring a story mode that takes you through the events leading up to the fall of the Roman Empire, and a competitive mode offering limited time gameplay for players who want to test their skill and reaction
time. Key Features: - 2 modes – Story and Competitive – with different objectives, time limits, and events - Use our all-new Light Painting mechanic to illuminate your way through the story - Fashioned in the style of the late Roman Empire, with a variety of character sprites and hand-drawn
animations - The fall of the Roman Empire – choose your side (the Romans or the Christians) in a fast-paced multiplayer game - Highly replayable – play it once and finish the story, or replay it over and over for its competitive rating - Combination of ARPG and VNC multiplayer gameplay - Light
Painting mechanic – watch out for massive lasers hidden in every nook and cranny What We Do: Pompeii: v1.0 is a project born from the idea that playing party games could be even more fun if players were encouraged to interact with each other through creative forms of digital media and
interactivity. Our team hopes to bring you back to an era of creative and innovative gameplay, just like when Joust was released. We are a very small team, with no more than 10 members, so development is a full time job for us. We hope you like what we do! Achievements & awards - IndieDB –
nominated for Best Party Game of the Year 2016 (w/ Owen) - nominated for Best Indie Games of the Year 2016 (w/ Owen) Media Press - Rock, Paper, Shotgun (2016) - Game Informer (2016) - TAYAs (2016) - AppAdvice (2016) - PC Powerplay (2016) - GameRant (2016) - MMOHut (2016) - Team Xbox
(2016) - The Geekiverse (2016) - The Daily Dot (2016) - TIGA (2016) (2016) (2016) (2016) (2016) About This Game: Pompeii: v1.0 is a fast-paced party game for up to 4 players! Featuring a unique combination of a story mode and a multiplayer mode, Pompeii:

Bake 'n Switch Features Key:
Play with two human players in head-to-head matches
Race against the clock
Tools Tool Positions Build Options Help About
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